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SUMMER SEASON FOR

AXIOMA

a successful summer season for axioma
About AXIOMA
72.0m AXIOMA is designed for stunning beach-house style living. With scrumptious interiors by the
legendary late designer Alberto Pinto and vast exteriors, including a huge Aft swimming pool, AXIOMA is
one of the most sought-after yachts for unforgettable experiences with friends and family.

A successful summer season in Croatia
AXIOMA enjoyed a successful and busy summer season. With the COVID-19 pandemic causing travel
restrictions across the Mediterranean, charters were moved to Croatia and its surrounding islands to provide
a beautiful and secure yachting experience for clients. With easy coastal infrastructure and a reduction
in tourists, clients were able to enjoy pristine beaches, crystal-clear water and enjoyable sight-seeing in
popular destinations such as Dubrovnik.
The Adriatic itinerary also included the incredible Liska Fjord in Croatia, the Brijuni Islands, the capital of
Istria Pula, the pretty city of Dalamtia, the marbled city of Split, the famous Golden Horn beach on the island
Brac and the pristine Lastova Archipelago. Alongside AXIOMA’s head chef, clients also visited local markets,
an oyster farm, met producers of peaches, olive oil, truffles and lamb, and picked the seafood for dinner
directly from local fishermen. The freshness, quality and variety of produce from Croatia is truly underrated
and offers clients a gastronomic adventure, experiencing the best the country has to offer.

Great feedback and repeat bookings from clients proved that AXIOMA is one of the premier yachts available
for comfort, safety, and exceptional entertainment. It has been ‘Croatia’s year’ and clients have seen that it
has the beauty and excitement of the Riviera, plus dramatic landscapes, national parks and pristine waters,
as well as the benefit of more space and privacy.

Crew`s merrit
The AXIOMA Captain and crew have demonstrated their dedication to client experience and safety
throughout the summer season. They have followed rigorous covid-19 safety procedures, keeping their
guests protected and comfortable at all times. Above all, the team has shown their high level of discipline,
organisation and professionalism, ensuring processes are followed closely without interrupting the
experience for their clients. Despite the unprecedented challenges caused by covid-19, the AXIOMA team
has continued to delight clients and make every trip memorable and fun. They have even been willing to
sacriﬁce their own annual leave in order to limit their time on shore and avoid quarantine restrictions. It is
due to their efforts that AXIOMA ﬁnished the summer season without a single case of covid-19 on board.
The crew is undoubtedly AXIOMA’s greatest asset and competitive advantage in the marketplace.
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Lifestyle onboard and onshore
AXIOMA is renowned for providing curated, memorable experiences for all guests, including children.

•

Michelin starred gastronomy
Head Chef Sascha Lenz takes pride in gourmet cuisine and involving guests in the onboard cooking
experiences at the dining table, also including children with ‘make your own pizza’ evenings. Having won
numerous awards, hosted TV food shows and holding a Michelin star ranking in Austria, Switzerland
and Germany, Sascha and his team ensure each guest is wowed with inventive and creative menus,
showcasing local ingredients and accommodating the dietary preference of each and every guest.

•

Wellness experiences
With a dedicated spa, beautician, masseuse, yoga and Pilates
instructor, guests come away feeling rejuvenated and renewed,
with a health and wellness focus throughout the charter if desired.
The 3D cinema room is perfect for relaxed evenings.

•

Children’s entertainment
AXIOMA is well equipped to keep children entertained, with the
deckhand Harry Adams doubling as ‘super nanny’. The crew are
famous for their themed parties, with a huge array of props and
costumes kept on board. From Harry Potter to casino nights,
themed evenings appeal to the whole family, with the crew,
including the captain, getting involved by dressing up.

•

Water sports and toys
There’s plenty to keep everyone entertained, with the water slide,
Jungle Joe, sea bobs, jet skis, kayaks, sailing dinghies, stand-up
paddle boards, a towable banana, as well as snorkels, masks and
beach games for the Caribbean.

The winter Caribbean season 2020/2021
The winter Caribbean season will see AXIOMA available for charter from the 1st December 2020 to April
2021 in locations across the north Caribbean. This includes the stunning destinations of St Barths, Antigua,
St Kitts, the British Virgin Islands and the Bahamas.
This winter season follows one of the most successful in 2019/2020. The itineraries are organised to
minimise distances between locations, enabling the guests to fully maximise their time enjoying water
sports, sightseeing or relaxing onboard. Tailored itineraries include a Cuban-themed BBQ in St Barths; water
sports and sunset cocktails off Nevis; visits ashore in St Kitts; hikes to bubbling hot pools in the BVIs; feeding
grapes to the rock iguanas of the Exumas; sports fishing and feeding nurse sharks in the Bahamas; exploring
the beautiful beaches of Barbuda, as well as sunset cocktails and Arabian themed dinners on board in
Antigua, to name just a few. Guests can even select the lobster they’d like for dinner from divers around the
boat!
The Captain and crew are also closely monitoring the COVID-19 situation in the Caribbean and remain in
contact with local agents for updates.
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Special Off-season rates
EUR 295,000 per week

CHARTER BROKER
Alena Zilayova
alena.zilayova@ypiyachts.com
+33 6 14 67 68 47
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